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Ansrnacr

The unsteady fow of a viscous, ircompressible electrically con-
ducting fuid between two vertical parallel plates, when one of the plates
is moving in a direction parallel to itself in the presence of a uniform
magnetic field has been studied. Solutions for the velocity, temperature
and magnetic fields have been obtained by the Galerkin Technique.

2. Introduction

Rath and Patnaik (7977) considered the free convection flow,
between two vertical plates, of a viscous non-conducting fluid. In the
problem considered here we assume that the fluid is electrically con-
ducting and is under the infuence of a uniform transverse magnetic
field. The assumptions made in the problem are stated below for the
sake of clarity.

(i) One of the plates is suddenly accelerated in a direction
parallel to itself rvith a pre-assigned uniform velocity An.

(ii) Viscous dissipation is negligible.

(idi) The plates are electrically non-conclucting.

(rio) Initially the fuid is at the sarne constitnt temperature as those
of the plates.

(u) The plate at rest is heated so that its temperature varies
linearly with time.

(oi) Pressure gradient in the vertical direction is a constant and
remains so even with the onset of the fow.

The equations goveming the motion, energy and magnetic field
are solved by the Galerkin technique as all of them are not exactly
solvable. We find that the velocity of flor,v, magnetic field strength and
temperature are infuenced by the ratio r/k, where k is the limit of
integration of the dimensionless time variable.
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3. Basic Equations

We take h to be the distance between the two walls. The X-axis
is taken along the fixed plate (y:0) in a vertically downward direction,
which is the direction of motion of the other wall (y:h\. The elcctrically
conducting fluid occupies the space O-(1,(ft. At t:0 the sta'ionary plate
temperature changes according to the law T:To+T*t. Since each of the
plates is infinitely long in the X and Z directions the physical quantities
are functions of y and , alone. The velocity ol any fluid element is
(a, 0, 0), while the corresponding values for the mago-tic field and tempera-

ture at the same instant of time are (H*, Ho, C) and 7 respectively
Electromagnetic equations give div. .F1-0 so that we have l/r:g6ass
tatt:Ho.

The flow, heat transfer and magnetic fields are gover.rred by the
equations (neglecting the viscous as rvell as the Joulean dissipation)

2u. : s,eg - r ) a,! ! a t!:ru A !"0r oy" p oy

o: -P-p,H*oY'oy dy

*:o,*rrr^9#
aT_k1a2T
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(3.6)

where p, ps D, lte, Ta, fl, k, and c are respectively the pressure, density
kinematic coeffic ent of viscosity, magneric perme'rbility. coefficient of
thermal expan;ion, thermal c rnCucrivity and specific heat of rhe liquid
changes in density are taken into account only rn the derivation of the
buoyancy force in (3..). All other density variations are neglected because
the fluid possesses constant properties.

The boundary conditions are

l:0 u-0 I1:0.
,>0 lu:O, T:7,,+T*t.

[z: "{e, T_Tu,

Introducing non-dimensional variables

-.. -u ,r Ho __Ao.v __ArotW:--rf7:'),t--.--r.-
Ao' Ho' v' 1)

f:To, for y;>0
H:0, for y:0
H:0, f or y:h
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o,:' i1, o r:iu, 6:so$;lt)
where lo:(*:t\t is the Alfven velocity o, and os arethe thermal and\p/
magnetic Prandtl numbers.

The system of equations (3.1) to (3 4) becomes on using (3.6)

!:c*ffi+fi
0l_6y* I AzH
a;- a,t-e d4"

99=1 9',5
Pr o, o\'

The boundary conditions (3.5) now become
z:0, w:fi-Q-Q

">o { I=?: E=t:,, f,=8,, iZ: X=rr,
where ,r:4;!, e*:ff ;'
If we write E-*,Gt), equations (3.7)-(3.10) can be written as

?Y:c+ 1 a:__Ll aH
dr 'T'rA€''ltLA€

AH I 0w 1. ArH
--- 

- 

IF:qrEtirq; ag;

aG I ^AzG
dr - or4r- 1fz

and t:4, w:H:G:0

">0 I 
w':Q, Q:Qst, H:0 for 6:0

I w:1, G:0, F1:0 lor €:l
4. Sofution of the Equations

The solutions of (3,11)--(3.13) can be obtained by
method. Let us put

*:,"! .+a1r..|€2(l-€)+ arrtrt,(2-t),r*t_t
H:az rcE(l - il*arrcz€'(l - t),
G: Gwr(1 - €)* a 

"rc,{( 
I -f)2 * a, ura 6, 11 - 4yi

5

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3. ,3)

(3.r4)

the Galerkin

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

I

il

E
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where drr, dtz, azr, azz, dst, agz are to be determined' The defect

functions of velocity, magnetic field and temperature are respectively

0wllzwlAH
0r qrz dt' 4t dt

AH l6w I AzH,r:*-^ ai-;*3 1g
aG I azcue:di -a r;? W

In order that each of the defect functions is a rniuimum, each one

has to be normalised u,itl-r respect to its orvn constittlent functions, so

that we tnust have

1k

J J Dw arr ,' E"(r -E)dt.dr:0 (4.7)

i:0 €:o
ak

I I Dw atz,' €'(1 -t)zd|.ilz:0 (4.8)

{:0 z:0

(4,4)

(4.s)

(4.6)

i f Du a,,cr(t-E\ dE. dr:o
4:0 z:0

a*

I I ," a,, c|[,(r-{)'? d6. z:o
€:0 e:0

7k

I I + a,, r2{{t-lYd[. dz:o
6:0 r:0

1k

I Ir- a,, r3|i.2(t-{\s d[. dc:O

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.t2)

4:0 r:0
where & is a parameter to be determined later by imposing some extra
conditions, suiting our requirements. Equatiors $.7) to (4.12) lead to
the following six linear algebraic equations for the six unknowns a;7 i
i:|,2,3 ; j:1,2. If

.q:{A, * ** (-Y -Y -$ -nn, +ske +I3k-l)} bs h
. (# - k) rc z *2f . (* *I)o' . (# * %* 1#)o'

_**_. n



i = i, !.-. -t:.)-,,,) r"s fi+("#+-L-) roe t
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j:-: 4--t'. 103
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--I--r+-J6-r 
go -lo /

. - '_ -1\ *t#*Y.#) *';o'-"ilto"

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4. r s)

(4.16)

(4.r1)
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, '-', . '-(+-i)*'*(#q*-#)r-,#
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t4a.sL+u40sr: -g:!x.

where p,:k,(h-#t), q,:fr'(#- r"fr)
k4 - -kd . ks -. ke

":-76,;, 'r:- ro5o4r, 'r:7oo-, ur:37go

o, : k' (*- *), r, : k" (#o- #*)
k6 ^_-ks.1 kB

"- - z roon r' o'- 
f56orrr' 

n z :T1{6

.._k7 k4 k6u': tiqo4i P"- 24ortr.i Qs: ,rg^
r.:r,($+ *h,)
,,:/.r(+,0 -^r*l; orffi
'^:{o(l+fip) ; '-:r'(ff -*r*)
t, : w Q\+ #t) ; u, :k, (*- #;, *)
t a.: kn (*d+ m: -?) ;, ^*' lfu - #f")

solving eq. (a.13)-(a.18) we get

G*k" tts
"rr__Toe _ 

t"

o,,:ewfr?l*r('i&-',)
a21:.- -- 1- .- (N-M b.,) where 1-4tL-r,PsJ-qsL+rs' pt pr

(4.18)

r:Q:L:!:!)-; N: - C-prI+ qrF
(Pr4r-PzQi

where',1--J-1A*trcr*urcr)-?'FPt Pr

M:psK-q. I/*s, ; K:4rH-sr' Pr
u-szPr- Pesr

Pflz-PzQt

o^ --(! J - gtt+!)! ! @ e! *_1Jl Dit!!tuD- .",,-@ j=;-q,L+r)M-liJ=;J+A)g,K:AFas,l
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F- _(B+t,C,turCr)pr
PtQz-PzQt

I
d rr: - L (A+ t rc, + tttc z * r tb tt s rb z* q $z)pt

^, 
(A * t rc L + tt Lc z * r rb r* s, D r) -1-p, ( B * t zc r * u 2c, * r zb, y rbz) .-r:--f 

-_prs,

Also from eq. (3.2) we get P*k: -ry" P"Hz 2

where po is a constant pressure (in view of the boundary conditions (3.5)

equal to the pressure at either wall'
The toral shearing stress at the walls are the sum of the viscous

and Maxwell stresses and are given by

(a,HoH.+ u|f )r:o

(a,HoH.+ t'#)*:,and

Applying the transformation (3.6) we obtain

,o:( H+U)6:0, rr:14+ff)e -r
Thus ,r:j|,and zr: rl) 

-arr'72

The Nusselt numbers at the walls are

*, 
" 
: (Z?) e:o: - G,ur * G nz

ac'Nu,= r a6)C: t: -U*t

5. Discussion

It is interesting to note the efiects of the various parameters on
the velocity, temperature and magnetic fields, in this case of unsteady
combined free and forced convectional flow between two parallel plates.
We have restricted our discussion to the case 171:1 only, though the
expressions do really hold for other values of 41. Since the energy equa-
tion without the dissipation function is the usual heat conduction equa-
tion and has also been solved in an earliex paper of the authors (1977)

we restrict ourselves to a discussion on the velocity anci magnetic field
only. I

In any given plane in the fuid parallel to the wall, while the
temperature is a decreasing function, the velocity and magnetic ffelds

are increasing functions of r/k. For every small values of r/k both
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1. S. P. N{isra ancl P. Mohapatra - East Germany - ZAN'{M

(1e75). 75e.

the {low ancl the magnetic field seem to be directed vertically upwards

in the entire fiuid region (Figs. 1, 2). A gradual increase in the value

ol ,ik has the effect of inducing the florv and magnetic field to remain

directed verticaliy downrvards in the fluid region, away from the walls.

At any instant of time an increase In G1y has the effect of slowing

down the fluid {low.
Pressure in the entire fluid region is belorv that at either wall

and has a symmetric distribution at ail instants of time. The planes

of lowest llressure move nearer the rvalls lvith increasing time after

the start of motion (Fig. 5).

It is observecl that in all the cases discussed above, rfk has a

more deci-qive influence than either r ot k individually'
An increase in the rnagnetic Prandtl number is observed to have

the efiect o{ siorving clor,vn the fluid velocity ancl depressing the magnetic

fielcl in the verticaliy dorvnward direction. It thus counters the efiect

of gravity on the fluid (Figs. 3 and 4)' The incluced magnetic field

which seems to be initially directed vertically downwards in the entire

fluid space gracluttlly changes its clirection to remain directed vertically

,rp*ooi, lr, 
"the 

central ,""giorr. This process is more pronounced for

si-raller Prrlndtl numbers. 
-Th" 

-ogrr"tic field is symmetrically distribu-

te<l between the plates ernd sometrme after the start there seem to exist

two planes, equiclistant from the walls, where strength of the magnetic

field is zero (Fig. 4).

It is observeil that the induced magnetrc field is a symmetric

function of 6 but the velocity fiel<l as expected is titled towards the

moving lvali ,i.re to the ackiitional efiect of forced convection'

Skin {riction at the rnoving plate is very large compared to that

at the stationary rvali. It is obsJ,r'lecl that any change- in either k does

not a{lect tire skin frictiol at tlie stationary wall. It horvever increases

r,vith time. skin friction at the moving plate decreases with increasing

L'n rrT with clecrensing 3, [ (Table 1) overleaf']
W
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o2ol
Shearing Stress
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0.;
0.3

0.3

0.25
0.25
0.25
4.25
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

(,.odoDo

0.23076
0,23076
tl..].JJ,lJ
tr.dDJoo

0.5
0.;
().5

0.6
0.6
[,. r.]

().6

0.ti
0.6
0.6
0.6

0.6
0.7
0.7

D

5
5

D

t0
10

10

10

15

10

20
10

10

IO

0.23076 0.34972
0.'23076 ' 0.19716
0,33333 0,97144
0.33333 0.90456
0.23076 0.21840
0.23076 0.21840
0.-$333 0.60666

0.60666
0.23941
0.21840
0.67350
0.50666

0.23076 
-2.39140.na76 
-2.3914
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tiig. 1

Velocity Variations at Different Time Instants
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Fig. 2

Magnetic Field
with K:O'B;

Variations At Different Time Instants
or:0'5 i oz:10 i G*:0'4, Tr:1
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Velocity Distributions For Various o.2 At Different Time Instants
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Magnetic Field Variations For Various o, At Different Time Instants
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Fig. 5

Pressure Variations At Different Time Instants
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